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Apart from being home to over 10,000 people, the Queen Edith’s area also hosts:

Strange times indeed – but inspiring ones
too. Here at the Queen Edith’s Community
Forum, your local neighbourhood organisation,
we’ve embarked on a new range of initiatives,
reaching out across our community to keep
everyone safe, healthy and in touch.
We’ve found there were far more ‘local
heroes’ in this part of the city than we’d ever
have believed, and that’s what this issue tries
to highlight. The school student offering to

• The region’s largest single employment site, the Cambridge Biomedical Campus
• Two of the country’s most important hospitals, Addenbrooke’s and Royal
Papworth
• The city’s biggest entertainment centre, Cambridge Leisure, with its 9-screen
cinema and Cambridge Junction arts and performance venue
• The headquarters of the UK’s largest pharmaceutical company, AstraZeneca Ltd,
and the UK’s largest tech company, Arm Ltd
• Cambridge University’s largest college by student numbers, Homerton College
• Over half of the sixth-form students from the whole of Cambridgeshire, studying
at six schools and colleges, as well as six more primary and secondary schools

On the front cover

• Three Local Nature Reserves, as well as substantial countryside and a large
public recreation ground
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Our Queen Edith’s area
is defined by the parish
boundaries of St John
and St James, extending
out to the Cambridge City
administrative boundary.
We enclose the City
Council’s Queen Edith’s
ward and the County
Council’s Queen Edith’s
division. The area is
bordered by Trumpington
to the west, and Coleridge/
Romsey and Cherry Hinton
to the north.

This magazine is published by
the Queen Edith’s Community
Forum, a volunteer-led, grass-roots
organisation for everyone in our
neighbourhood. The group also
produces the free Queen Edith’s News
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Denise Schoenberg is a local watercolour artist
and art teacher, who runs thriving classes and
workshops in the community at St John’s Church
on Hills Road, which she hopes will recommence
in September. To keep her current students
painting and to encourage new people to take
up this wonderful creative medium, Denise has
recently launched her new online watercolour
courses for complete beginners and intermediate/
advanced students. Visit deniseschoenberg.com
to download lessons, photographs and sketches
and paint alongside Denise online.
Denise draws inspiration from the beautiful
flowers at the Botanic Gardens, the landscapes
of the Norfolk Coast and the Isle of Mull. She
explores colour and texture in watercolours, pen
and ink.

email, organises and promotes
community events throughout the
year, and supports as many local
community projects as possible.
New members of the team or
volunteers for individual projects
are always welcome. Much more
information can be found online at
queen–ediths.info
Sam Davies, Chair
Queen Edith’s Magazine
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do shopping for an isolating
elderly neighbour; the team of
volunteers creating our own
Food Hub; the shop owners
staying open despite empty
streets – so many people have
played their part in keeping this
place so special.
Thanks as ever to our
advertisers for making this
quarterly magazine possible;
please support them and help
us to keep going. No other part
of the city has a magazine like
this. Thanks also to the army of
volunteers who’ve given up their
time to deliver your issue.
Our free Queen Edith’s News
email has been running almost
daily during the health crisis;
for up to date local information,
make sure you’re on the
circulation: see our website for
details. Stay safe everyone.
Chris Rand, Editor
Chloe Brown, Writer
Email: hello@queen–ediths.info
Website: queen–ediths.info
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Our roots are in
your community

LOCAL DEVELOPMENT

Looking over ‘GB1’ to Beaumont Road – the area removed from the Green Belt soon to become a housing estate

Keeping up with development
By Sam Davies

“All of these
schemes will
have significant
implications for
Queen Edith’s
residents and
we will keep you
updated as we
hear any news”
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Despite the disruption caused by the
Covid crisis, the wheels of the planning
system continue to turn.
These include major housing and
infrastructure projects that will affect
every Queen Edith’s resident.
Live consultations are running on
applications relating to both of the
Wort’s Causeway housing estates
(‘GB1 and GB2’). Between them, these
will create around 430 new homes on
the southern edge of Queen Edith’s. It
is fair to say that they have generated
considerable criticism around traffic,
biodiversity loss and inadequate local
facilities. You can see what’s proposed
by visiting the ‘Design and Access’
(DAS) documents at the local councils’
planning website*. Feed your views into
the consultation and also let your local
councillors (see page 15) know what you
think.
There’s also a lot happening in relation
to proposed local transport schemes,
although communication from the
authorities has been sketchy recently.
For example, work has restarted on
site at Fendon Road roundabout but
no revised completion date has yet
been published. Complete closure of
Nightingale Avenue and Luard Road to
through motor traffic has been included

in a range of proposals across the city by
the County Council to support cycling
and walking. There is currently no
information in the public domain as to
how they propose to achieve this or why
these locations were selected.
Cambridge South railway station
planning work continues: we are waiting
for Network Rail to finish drawing
up more detailed plans of possible
locations following this Spring’s public
consultation.
Discussion of the precise route of
the proposed ‘CSET’ busway from the
Biomedical Campus out to the A505 also
continues. This includes the section
past Nine Wells nature reserve. We are
also waiting to see the proposals for the
revised cycleway from the Park and
Ride site to run alongside Babraham
Road and Hills Road.
All of these schemes will have
significant implications for Queen
Edith’s residents and we will keep you
updated as we hear any news. Make sure
you get the free Queen Edith’s News email
by signing up at the queen–ediths.info
website. l

Bush is one of Cambridge’s leading sales and letting agents and
we offer expert advice and a full professional service to property
owners in Queen Ediths.

Discover the Bush difference and join us on our GrEEn journey
01223 246262
bushsales.co.uk

Established. Independent. Passionate.

10151 Queenb Edith half pg ad. .indd 1
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Bengali Cuisine
Cherry Hinton Road’s fresh new takeaway.
Come and taste what they’re all talking about.

“You really leave feeling like you’ve learned
something about what Indian and Bengali
cuisine has to offer”
– Cambridge Curry Community, Facebook
No delivery charge for Queen Edith’s residents

Check out the menu at our website!
01223 412 268

See the planning documents online at
queen–ediths.info/gb1 and
queen–ediths.info/gb2

Queen Edith’s Magazine

01223 508085
bushlettings.co.uk

palkee.co.uk

Anyone for tennis?
Join us at Cocks and Hens Cambridge tennis club!
We are a really friendly club with modern facilities situated in a beautiful
setting off Grantchester Road (behind Cambridge Rugby Club).
We have reopened in line with government guidance to offer a safe
return to playing. There are various membership rates to suit individuals
as well as family groups, and players of all standards are very welcome.
Visit our website for more information and for the
latest news on coaching and social playing.

Find out more about us at
cocksandhens.co.uk or on Facebook

COMMUNITY INITIATIVES

Cambridge’s
Favourite
...to your door!

‘Happy To Help’ – our community
steps up to look after itself
a leaflet to most homes within days, and
create an online information hub which
would go on to receive many thousands
of visits at a time when most of us were
desperate for reliable information.
The biggest initiative was to set up
a dedicated telephone line which selfisolating people could call and ask for
help, such as with shopping. A request for
volunteers to do these tasks received over
200 responses! Half a dozen volunteer
administrators have been manning this
service for ten weeks now, and calls show
no sign of slowing. The ‘Happy To Help’
neighbourhood support service has been
a big help for many local residents, and a
lifeline for some.

So how does it work?

By Chris Rand

“The Happy
to Help line is
amazing. Without
you I don’t know
what we would
have done. We
don’t have any
internet so you
have been our
internet. You have
made our family
work at a time of
crisis”
– local resident
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It’s quite hard to recall accurately how
we were feeling when the health crisis
began back in March.
One thing is clear though. For many
people, looking after their neighbours
was an instinctive priority.
Before the government had told
people to stay at home, and while
councils were only discussing what their
responsibilities might be, residents in
my road had received two separate notes
through their doors from local teenagers
offering help to those who couldn’t (or
didn’t want to) leave their homes. People
had decided to look after each other.
The Queen Edith’s Community Forum
seemed tailor-made to lead a wider
grass-roots effort. Helped by the two
local CofE churches, St James and St
John, the group created ‘Happy To Help’,
its own mutual aid project. A team of
people stepped up to design and deliver

Anyone who finds themselves unable to
leave home during the current health
crisis can call the number below and
leave a recorded message.
Just give your contact details, and what
you need doing; typical requests are
local shopping, dog walking, collection
of prescriptions, or even a call to ensure
you’re alright.
One of the administrators will listen
to your message and find a suitable
volunteer who will contact you. It’s really
simple, works well and is helping a lot of
people. l

Need help? Call the ‘Happy To
Help’ line on 01223 641 012 and
leave a message (available 24 hrs)
Note that if you are in the city council wards
of Cherry Hinton or Coleridge you may be
referred to similar schemes there.
‘Happy To Help’ is also happy to accept
new volunteers to service requests – see our
website queen–ediths.info for details.
Queen Edith’s Magazine

Contact Paul or Martin today on 07785 551 224
Email: cambourne.improvements@gmail.com
or find us on Facebook

All types of Carpentry and Joinery work
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wardrobes and cupboards built or assembled
Kitchens, Bathrooms and Bedrooms installed
Cloakrooms refurbished
Laminate/Engineered Wood Flooring
Garden Decking
Specialists in interior brick feature walls
Many other jobs considered!
Recommended by Queen Edith’s residents

Now reopened for collection or delivery

Looking for local,
reliable electricians in
Queen Edith’s?

New Fully biodegradable packaging
New Exciting menu with lots of new dishes
New Magic hot towels and mint chocolates
with every main course

You’ve found us.
DS Electrical are your local domestic electricians just
around the corner, ready for any electrical work in the
home. With over 20 years of experience in the trade,
we can boast many satisfied local residents who come
back to us time and again.

07830 349 199 • info@ds-electricalservice.co.uk

64 Cherry Hinton Road • 01223 248 063
Open 5pm–10pm Wednesday to Sunday • Closed Tuesdays

See the new menu at tajtandooricambridge.co.uk
@tajcambridge

tajtandooricambridge

tajtandoori786

CAT GORYN PHOTOGRAPHY/catgoryn.co.uk

COMMUNITY INITIATIVES

Our newest neighbourhood
event seems to be genuinely
appreciated.

Ensuring nobody goes without
By Chris Rand

A Dad told me
the family’s
income had
literally stopped
halfway through
March. They’d
now “reached
the bottom of the
freezer”
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The people walking into the Queen
Edith’s Community Food Hub on
a Saturday morning have many
different reasons for being there.
Some are struggling to afford food.
Others just aren’t able to travel to get
what they want locally. A technician
from Addenbrooke’s tells us he’s just
come off a long shift and simply can’t
face a supermarket shop. But for all of
them, our newest neighbourhood event
seems to be genuinely appreciated.
The Community Food Hub is one of
a number that have sprung up across
a city which seems determined that
none of its residents should go without
in the current health crisis. It provides
everyday food of all sorts, free to anyone
who wants it, with no questions asked.
The food is a combination of surplus
from retailers and donations from the
public, with support from Cambridge

Sustainable Food, Cambridge City
Council and purchases funded by an
amazingly well supported local appeal.
Like all community projects, the Food
Hub needed somebody to step up and
oversee its operation, and in this case it
was Risa Sorkin, a resident of Ninewells.
Risa tells us: “There were a lot of things
to bring together, very quickly. We don’t
have a ‘village centre’ in Queen Edith’s,
but we were generously offered an ideal
venue by Revd Steve Rothwell at St
James Church. The City Council helped
with the initial costs, and then we had to
cross our fingers that local people would
volunteer to help – and they did!”
It quickly became clear that the Food
Hub will be needed for some time to
come. An appeal for financial support
through the Queen Edith’s News email
generated a huge response which left
Queen Edith’s Community Forum chair
Queen Edith’s Magazine

Sam Davies quite overwhelmed, saying:
“I can only say thank you from the
bottom of my heart.”
This support means that the Food Hub
will now be able to keep going through
the summer holidays, a critical time
for some families whose children will
have had free school meals withdrawn.
There’s also the potential problem
of people being forced into isolation
through the Track & Trace scheme.
One family group visited the Food
Hub together. While Mum filled up a
shopping bag inside, Dad sat down on the
grass and told me the family’s income
had literally stopped halfway through
March. They’d now “reached the bottom
of the freezer” and were so grateful for
what the Food Hub was offering. He was
more than happy for his his thanks to be
passed on to everyone. l
The Queen Edith’s Community Food Hub
runs every Saturday morning at St James
Church on Wulfstan Way, from 10.30am
to 12.30pm. All food, drink, clothing and
supplies on offer are free. Call the Happy To
Help line (see p.6) if you need food delivered.
Food or children’s clothing can be donated
at the church on Wednesday afternoons
between 2pm–4pm. To support the project
financially or to offer help as a volunteer, see
our website queen–ediths.info
Summer 2020 issue

Y The Food Hub works thanks to a rota of local
people volunteering. Zach is a sixth-form student
who has helped out both with preparation and
on Saturday morning itself. He writes: “I enjoy
volunteering at the Food Hub, partly because it makes
a change from remote school, but mainly because it’s a
chance to meet other people in the area and, hopefully,
help them out. Usefully, I already had a Level 2 Food
Hygiene certificate although that wasn’t necessary.
“On the Friday I helped, I did a lot of shifting of boxes
and trays of food. We set things out so that customers
would be able to see what was available on the Saturday.
It was good working with the other volunteers and
getting to know them a bit. When I volunteered on the
Saturday, I just chatted with customers briefly as they
chose what they needed, and offered to assist them.
“I’d recommend volunteering as it’s an easy way
to meet a large number of people in the local area,
including people I wouldn’t normally meet as I’m
usually at school.”

Volunteers are making the Food Hub special
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Sam Davies (right)
at the Food Hub
with its co-ordinator
Risa Sorkin

A community
stronger together
By Chris Rand

“From rainbow
fences on
Fendon Road to
yarnbombing
on Cavendish
Avenue, there is
something very
powerful about
people feeling
connected with
their community”
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While many of us are excited by the level
of involvement people have recently
shown in their neighbourhood, Queen
Edith’s Community Forum chair
Sam Davies has already been asking:
how can we keep this going?
“I looked back over the last three months’
emails and notes”, she tells us, “and
it’s amazing how far and how fast the
community has moved. In mid-March
our group sent out letters encouraging
residents to make contact with their
neighbours; we took our first call on the
Happy to Help phoneline on 31st March
and we opened our weekly Food Hub on
9th May. Literally hundreds of residents
are involved.
“At the same time, the City Council
was looking to see how it could best
formulate a response. Officers liked
what we were doing and the approach
the council has adopted in most parts
of the city is based on the Queen
Edith’s model. It recognises that local

groups know their neighbourhoods
and residents best, that they can evolve
rapidly to suit local circumstances, and
that they can provide rapid and effective
support in the majority of cases.”
For the last three months, ward
groups, the City Council and the County
Council have collaborated to make sure
that everyone who needs help is pointed
in the most appropriate direction.
But this is only half of the picture. Sam
says: “Lockdown has forced us all to
become reacquainted with the strengths
and weaknesses of our neighbourhood,
and we can see the signs everywhere
that people are using this time to make
a positive contribution.
“From informal mutual support
groups to organised volunteering;
from rainbow fences and fairylights
on Fendon Road to yarnbombing
trees on Cavendish Avenue; from
guerrilla gardening in Joy’s Garden to
whitewashing the Wulfstan Way shops –
there is something very powerful about
people feeling connected with their
community and their space.”

Something for everyone
So how can we keep this going for the
benefit of everyone in Queen Edith’s?
Sam points out that the Community
Forum now has three clear strands of
activity: sharing information through
our email updates, website and this
magazine; providing practical support
(helpline, food hub); and improving our
place. This includes running events like
Skip Day, providing physical spaces like
Joy’s Garden or virtual ones like the
writing group, carrying out research
like our PlaceStandard survey and
monitoring planning and transport
initiatives (see page 4). That should offer
something for everyone.
Sam says: “By getting involved as
individuals and coming together as a
community, we can continue to make
Queen Edith’s a better and brighter
place to be. I hope more people will join
us in making that happen.” l
Queen Edith’s Magazine

Looking for an estate
agent or letting agent?
Did you know there’s
an alternative?
We buy houses We’ve
We let houses
We sell houses cracked it
Call

0330 330 9693 or visit nestegg.properties

FOOT PROBLEMS?
Chiropody/Podiatry

Treatments cover:
Corn and callus reduction
Nail conditions
Ingrowing toenails
Fungal infections and athletes foot
Hyperhidrosis
Verruce/warts
Call: 01223 315541
The Beechwood Practice
41 Hills Road
Cambridge
Call: 07939 227195
For home appointments

Queen Edith’s Favourite
Window Cleaning Service

• Professional, safe,
and fully insured
• Exterior and interior
window cleaning
• State of the art pure
water cleaning
•
•
•
•

Gutter cleaning
Fascia cleaning
Patio cleaning
Conservatory cleaning

Give us a try!

07803 578 357
info@shortleproclean.co.uk
www.shortleproclean.co.uk

ut
Ask abo d
n
a
w
o
wind
fascia
cleaning
bundles

QUEEN EDITH’S PEOPLE

Open all hours: continuing to
serve the area at a time of need
By Chloe Brown

“I feel everyone
has pulled
together as a
community and
there has been
more time and
greater kindness,
all of which
benefit children
and adults”
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Health service workers have rightly
been praised for their efforts in the
last few months. But what of the other
members of our community who’ve
carried on serving us?
From postal workers and bus drivers to
council officers and social carers, their
jobs have had to continue despite the
health hazards.
Alex Pearson, the Head of Homerton
Early Years Centre, tells us that physical
footfall at the nursery may have been
restricted in recent months, but that
hasn’t stopped staff from finding new
and creative ways to keep the doors
open to families, albeit virtually.
At the beginning of the health crisis,
Class Teacher Mitali Peckham took
charge of managing Homerton’s Twitter
feed. With the help of enthusiastic and
inventive colleagues, they have built
an engaging resource for parents that
reflects the nursery’s energy and care.
Mitali says: “We’ve learned a lot about
communicating differently and using
different IT tools to our advantage. I
think we will carry these skills into
our normal working practice as well as
being able to hit the ground running
should lockdown be enforced again.”

She says that everyone’s different
skill sets have come to the fore, whether
it’s tending to the nursery allotment,
building scarecrows, sourcing garden
materials, attending to the details of
Health & Safety requirements, looking
after others’ wellbeing, researching
IT solutions or sewing masks for other
staff!
Alex agrees, saying: “There has been
a real ‘can do’ attitude as well as a fair
amount of anxiety. I feel everyone has
pulled together as a community and
there has been more time and greater
kindness, all of which benefit children
and adults.”

Panic buying pressures
Simon Eggleton is Manager of The
Marque Co-op on Hills Road. Pressures
on supermarkets, especially at the
beginning of the outbreak, were huge.
Simon says his Co-op branch “saw a
massive downturn in trade, as it would
normally be quite a busy student store.”
However, he says it gave his team
“time to concentrate on things like social
distancing implementation and to get
the jobs done which would sometimes
be put to one side when we’re at peak
trade.”
He recalls his concern over initial
panic buying, “but to my team’s credit,
they kept up amazingly well with the
fast-changing buying patterns.”
Simon’s demeanour is upbeat and
positive. He says: “Generally, we’re in
a good position going forwards. The
only thing hampering us now are a
few availability issues with certain
categories, but we’re recovering.”
He would like to “thank the local
community for being on the whole
very understanding when we were first
Queen Edith’s Magazine

suffering really poor availability and
we couldn’t necessarily offer what they
wanted.”
For Kumar Ladva and his staff at
Numark Pharmacy on Cherry Hinton
Road, the rapid demands placed on them
recently stretched everyone to breaking
point. He told us: “Putting in extra hours

Simon Eggleton
and Co-op
colleagues: “To my
team’s credit, they
kept up amazingly
well with the fastchanging buying
patterns”

to catch up with increased workload
and staff isolating affects sleeping
patterns and health. Within three days
of announcing rules to isolate, two key
staff had to remain at home, adding to
the pressures!”
Numark had to ration stock at times,
but Kumar says: “Most customers
were understanding and expressed
appreciation for us being open. I felt for
my staff who were working very hard,
initially without any PPE or second
thought for their wellbeing. They were
my saviour in an hour of need.”
The pharmacy has undergone a
temporary reduction in its long opening
hours to facilitate workloads and
cleaning. However, Kumar says the
pressure has eased in recent weeks
and hopes the spike in patients seeking
pharmacists’ advice will increase their
role and importance as healthcare
professionals on the High Street. l

Takeaway Tales
Hiron Rahman’s Bengali restaurant Palkee
opened on Cherry Hinton Road in December
2019, a week before Christmas. It was an
unusual time to launch, he admits, but the
timing and its effect were quickly overshadowed
by much larger events.
Hiron says he never “anticipated anything
of this scale – it came from nowhere.” Despite
the clear strains this must have put on a new
business, he remains positive and grateful
when he talks. “Our business is versatile, being
both takeaway and delivery, and there was a
demand because other places were closed.”
Palkee has a team of six staff, all continuing
to work through the crisis. Hiron says at the
beginning, he immediately provided each
person with their own protective gloves and
sanitiser kit.
He says, “I’m very lucky because the staff
understood that we were a new business and
we needed to keep going. I’ve a very good team
of people and we make sure spirits are high, we
joke around. We were very fortunate, as we’ve
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known our suppliers for 30 years, so that wasn’t
an issue for us.”
Another key factor was community support.
He says: “People appreciate you just being
open, so that encouraged us to keep going. We
are very proud of having been so supported
during the pandemic. Lots of local people have
come and given us their trade, we’d like to say
thank you, we really appreciate it.”
Given Palkee’s strong, resilient and customerserving approach, I found it touching that
the word Palkee describes a closed carriage,
carried on shoulders by two long poles. Just as
a single person is carried from place to place in
the Palkee, there is a symbolism in how Hiron
and his team have serviced individuals in their
local community.
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Support the Friends of
Rock Road Library

Local services and help in Queen Edith’s
Emergency Calls

Post Offices

In any emergency, call 999. For serious and lifethreatening injuries and conditions, the nearest
medical Emergency Department for Queen
Edith’s is at Addenbrooke’s Hospital.

There are two post offices in Queen Edith’s, both
in local convenience stores. They are:
Cherry Hinton Road Local Store
206 Cherry Hinton Road, next to Balzano’s
Essentialz Store
146 Hills Road, opposite Cambridge Leisure
The Royal Mail Cambridge Delivery Office on the
Clifton Road estate has the latest collection time
in the area. Call 03457 740 740 for details.

Pharmacies
For non-emergency problems, seek advice from
your GP or pharmacy, or call the NHS 111 phone
service, where a nurse will give confidential
advice 24 hours a day. The area’s pharmacies
are Numark on Cherry Hinton Road, Kay’s on
Wulfstan Way and Boots on Cherry Hinton Road.

Non-Urgent Crime
To report less urgent crime or disorder, or to
contact the police with a general enquiry, dial 101
at any time. The system will connect you with the
police for this area.

Smell gas? No electricity?
To report a gas emergency, call the National Gas
Emergency Service on 0800 111 999. To report a
power cut, the number to call is simply 105.

The Friends of Rock Road Library is a
registered charity, raising funds to enhance
the Library’s building, facilities and services.
The Friends have supported the complete
refurbishment of the library interior and
created two community gardens at the front
and back. Last year we had close to 200

members. We’d love you to support us and
become a member by completing the form
below.
While we await the reopening of the
library, the front and rear gardens are
providing passers-by with glorious displays
of flowers. Enjoy these and stay safe!

Join the Friends of Rock Road Library
Name.......................................................................................
Address....................................................................................
................................................................................................
Email........................................................................................

Please tick if you pay income tax and agree we can
reclaim Gift Aid. ❏
I am a UK taxpayer and would like the Friends of Rock Road
Library to treat this donation and all future donations as Gift
Aid, unless I notify otherwise.
Signed.....................................................

Date........................

Telephone.................................................................................

Membership for the year ending 30 September 2020
costs £10 or any amount you can manage; online
to sort code 30-91-74, Account number 38771560
(ref. your surname) or by cheque, made out to FRRL.

Send this form to:

Nigel Blackmore, FRRL Membership Secretary,
24 Rock Road, Cambridge CB1 7UF

Drug-related or dangerous litter
The City Council will collect and safely
dispose of needles and drug-related litter
as soon as possible. Please call to tell them
about it immediately on 01223 458 282, or
0300 303 8389 outside of normal business hours.

Queen Edith’s Councillors
The City Council deals with planning, housing,
leisure and rubbish collection. Our city
councillors are Colin McGerty on 07785 577 370,
Jennifer Page-Croft on 01223 729 492 and
George Pippas on 01223 473 223.
The County Council deals with schools,
libraries, social services, roads, streetlighting
and trading standards. Our county councillor is
Amanda Taylor on 01223 249 787.
Note that some readers will be in neighbouring
council wards, and you may be directed to those
councillors, depending on the issue; details
can be found on the City Council or County
Council websites, which contain a lot of useful
information about council services.

Need help?
See page 6 for details of how to get help from our
volunteer-run neighbourhood support service.
Sign up to volunteer at queen–ediths.info
Note: residents who are ‘shielding’ should call
Cambridgeshire County Council’s COVID-19
Co-ordination Hub on 0345 045 5219. If you have
complex needs, call Cambridge City Council on
01223 457 000.

Community Food Hub
Free food and household items for any local
resident unable to get them normally. See pages
8/9 for details. This will continue to run thanks to
your financial donations. To donate online, visit
the Queen Edith’s Community Forum website at
queen–ediths.info – or to donate by cheque or
bank transfer, leave a message on our helpline
01223 641 012 and we’ll get back to you with
information on how to do so.

Queen Edith’s News Email
Add yourself to the circulation of our free local
news email at queen–ediths.info

Queen
Edith’s
magazine

Queen Edith’s magazine is published by
the Queen Edith’s Community Forum (see
page 2) and is a non-profit venture by local
residents. For more information visit our
website at queen-ediths.info or email
hello@queen-ediths.info

